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Abstract 

Authentication is very important in the security andtechnology of electronic accounting 

system. It is the firstprotector and the portal of network system. The purpose ofauthentication 

is verifying the identity of two communicationparts and prevents the illegal users steal the 

data of accountingsystem. In the secure network communications, the parts 

ofcommunications only can achieve access to different users mustcertify their identification 

first. The one-time password technology is the important technological measure. This 

Technique contains high safety, less computation and it alsoprovides the function of mutual 

authentication. It can also resistthe replay attack; imitate attack and analysis of violence. So 

itcan strengthen the safety of electronic accounting system. 

Keywords-one-time password technology; authentication;security; electronic accounting 

system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

With the extensive use of Internet in all walks of life, theinformation interaction based on 

Web access has been widelypopular. This type of interaction has many problems, 

duringwhich the information security problem is the most importantone. In the system of 

electronic accounting system, thisproblem must give enough attention. The traditional type is 

through the client provide the ID and password to the host toimplement the web access, but 

there are many inherentdisadvantages. In order to settle the shortage of static password,the 

security experts proposed the program of one-timepassword technology. The theory of the 

technology enhancethe security of the system through inject the uncertainty factorto keep the 

password of every login different. Though there areno discipline of OTP and its 

confidentiality and reliablesignificantly improved, it also has the problem of confirmoverhead 

and because of this problem the password technology emerge password sequence, Lamport 

scheme, timesynchronization and Challenge/Response. 

 

 

THE THEORY OF ONE-TIME PASSWORD 

 

The work pattern of OTP is combines the challenge ofpublic information and the password 

only the users know. Thismeans that OTP achieved through an important concept of 

169generates.Inorder to enhance the security of login process, the mainidea of OTP is inject 

the uncertainty factors during the loginprocess, so the password is unique. There are four 

realizedforms of one-time password authentication technology.A Lamport method, also 

known as Hash chains methodThrough the Lamport pattern, the password is different ofthe 

user logged on to the server-side. This program is easy toimplement and do not need special 

hardware support, but itssecurity rely on one-way hash function F and do not appropriate in a 

distribute network environments.  
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In addition,the use of Lamport approach to authentication need to conducta number of hash 

operations and need to initialize the systemevery once in a while so the extra overhead is 

huge. TheS/KEY authentic scheme is based on Lamport method.B The challenge/response 

methodThe challenge/response method for each user also needs tohold the challenge to 

answer the corresponding token. Thetoken internally installed seed keys and encryption 

algorithm.When the client logged on the system, the server generates achallenge data and 

sends the data to the client. The usersmanually input the challenge data into the response 

tokenwhich calculate the response data make use of seed keys andencryption algorithm. 

Finally the server compares with thedata to implement the certification which upload by the 

client.This approach can ensure high security and is the most reliable,effective authentication 

method. However, this method applieddirectly to the network environment, there are still 

someshortcomings. First, the needs for special hardware supportwhich adding to the mode of 

implementation costs. Second,the clients need to input the data several times which 

couldeasily lead to errors. Third, an attacker can easily intercept theclients' identity ID which 

transmitted in the type of plaintext.At last, the random generate of challenge data bring about 

theoverhead of the server is very large. Challenge / Responsemechanism of the certification 

process as shown in Figure 1. 
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• The client sent a request to the authentication serverfor authentication. 

• Authentication server check the client from thedatabase, if the client is a illegal one, then 

there will beno further processing. 

• Authentication server generates a random challengeand sends it to the client. 

• Customers combined the user identity ID and therandom number and using one-hash 

function (forexample, MD5 algorithm) to generate a byte string as aresponse. The 

authentication compares the challengeand the response to decide the authentication result. 

• Authentication server to notify clients the result. 

 

C The time synchronization method 

 

The time synchronization method uses the client login timeas the random factor. This method 

requires an accurate timewhich generally in minutes of time units. The time can bechanged at 

anytime. 

 

D Event synchronization 

This approach based on challenge/response method, keepthe one-way around relate sequence 

as the challenge data ofsystem in order to save the time of the client input thechallenge data. 

When the challenge sequence is incontradiction with the server' s which needs to re-

synchronize. 
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ONE-WAY HASH FUNCTION 

OTP authentication is a summary of authenticate, one-wayhash function plays a very 

important role in it. Hash function isalso known as hashing function which transforms the 

variablestring to the fixed-length output string. It is very easy tocalculate the hashed value 

from the pre-image, but it is veryhard to make the hashed value equals a special value. One-

wayhash function H (M) acting on an arbitrary length message M,it returns a fixed-length 

hash value h: h = H (M). In which, mon behalf of h' s length. One-way hash function features: 

 

1) Given M, is easy to calculate h. 

2) Given h, according to H (M) = h is difficult to calculateM 

3) For a given M, to find another message M 'and satisfy 

H (M) = H (M') is difficult. The importance of one-way hashfunction is that it is entrusted to 

M's only ''fingerprint. " 
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IV ONE-TIME PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION SECURITYANALYSIS 

The following table is a security qualitative analysis ofone-time password authentication 

technology in the electronicaccounting system. 

TABLE I. SECURITY QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF ONE-TIME PASSWORD 

AUTHENTICATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE ELECTRONIC ACCOUN 
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CONCLUSION 

This article put the one-time identity authenticationtechnology in the electronic accounting 

system, and analyses the principle and realization fashion of the one-time 

identityauthentication technology. Finally the paper analyzes thesecurity qualitative analysis 

of one-time passwordauthentication technology in the electronic accounting system and 

proposed a new technological measure to settle thesecurity problem in the electronic 

accounting system whichimproved the security of the electronic accounting system. 
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